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LINEAR GROUPS
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Let V be a left vector space over the arbitrary division ring D and G a locally nilpotent group of finitary
automorphisms of V (automorphisms g of V such that dimDK(g— l)<oo) such that V is irreducible as D-G
bimodule. If V is infinite dimensional we show that such groups are very rare, much rarer than in the finite-
dimensional case. For example we show that if dimDV is infinite then dimDK = |G| = N0 and G is a locally
finite q-group for some prime q^charD. Moreover G is isomorphic to a finitary linear group over a field.
Examples show that infinite-dimensional such groups G do exist. Note also that there exist examples of finite-
dimensional such groups G that are not isomorphic to any finitary linear group over a field. Generally the
finite-dimensional examples are more varied.

1991 Mathematics subject classification: 20H99, 20F19.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper D denotes a division ring, F some central subfield of D and V
a left vector space over D. The finitary general linear group FGL( V) or F AutD V over V
is the subgroup of AutDK of D-automorphisms g of V such that [V,g]=V(g— 1) has
finite (left) dimension over D. By a finitary skew linear group we mean any subgroup G
of FGL{V) for any D and V. In [12] we showed that irreducible locally nilpotent
subgroups of FGL(V) for V infinite-dimensional over D, for D any division ring, are
rather special, especially if the group is also torsion-free. Here we follow up this theme
by showing that these finitary skew linear groups are really very rare indeed. (In [13]
we also considered these groups, but only for certain restricted division rings.)

Theorem. Let G be a locally nilpotent, honogeneous (e.g. irreducible) subgroup of
FGL( V), where V has infinite dimension over D. Then dimD V is countable, G is a
countably infinite, locally finite q-group for some prime q^charD, G is isomorphic to a
completely reducible monomial finitary linear group over any algebraically closed field of
characteristic not q and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the restricted permutational
wreath product GL{ W) |JJS, for some finite-dimensional D-space W, countably infinite set Q
and transitive locally finite q-subgroup S of FSym(fi).

Corollary. Let G be a locally nilpotent, completely reducible subgroup FGL(V). Then
each finitely generated subgroup of G is also completely reducible.
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Is every subgroup X of the group G in the Corollary completely reducible? Note that
the F-subalgebra of EndD V generated by such an X is semiprime by ([12, 2.7d and
2.9b]), or see it directly. There do exist locally nilpotent (even abelian) skew linear
groups that are not completely reducible, but all of whose finitely generated subgroups
are completely reducible, see [7, 1.1.8]. Such groups necessarily generate semiprime
algebras over the centres of the ground division rings. The question is, can one of these
groups lie in a locally nilpotent completely reducible skew linear group?

Apart from the proof of the above theorem we give a number of examples. First we
show that groups G as in the Theorem do exist; that is, we give examples of irreducible,
locally nilpotent finitary skew linear groups of infinite dimension. Such groups are
periodic (by the Theorem) and cannot be nilpotent or even hypercentral, indeed they
have zero central height. It follows from the Theorem that an irreducible torsion-free
locally nilpotent finitary skew linear group G must be finite-dimensional. If also D is a
field (more generally if D is either locally finite-dimensional as a ring or special in the
sense of [13], see ([13, 1.3d and 1.4d]) then G is even abelian. Thus secondly we give
examples of irreducible torsion-free nilpotent skew linear groups of arbitrary positive
dimension and arbitrary positive nilpotency class.

Finally we give examples to show that the Suprunenko-Tyskevic Theorem ([8, 7.15])
does not extend from linear to skew linear groups in general (see the preamble to 17,
below for the details). This arises during the proof of the theorem above, since if the
Suprunenko-Tyskevic Theorem did extend it would have been useful at one point. It is
known to extend to some skew linear situations, see [10, 2.5]. In connection with the
Theorem note that not every locally nilpotent irreducible skew linear group is
isomorphic to a finitary linear group. Indeed by Section 7 of [13] there exists a locally
nilpotent subgroup of a division ring, locally finite-dimensional over its centre, that is
not isomorphic to a finitary linear group over any field.

The following proposition concerning locally nilpotent skew linear groups may be of
independent interest. Here it arises as a by-product of the proof of the theorem. (Similar
conclusions arise in other situations, see 5. below.)

Proposition. Let G be a homogeneous, locally nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D) and make
row n-space V = DM over D into a D — G bimodule in the obvious way. Then for every
element g of G of infinite order we have V(g— 1)= V and Cy(g) = {0}.

The proof of the Theorem

Lemma 1. Let G be a locally nilpotent, completely reducible subgroup of FGL(V) and
X a finitely generated subgroup of G. Then every D — X composition factor of V embeds
into V.

This lemma we use as a weak substitute for an extension of the Suprunenko-Tyskevic
Theorem. It is also a weak version of the Corollary to the Theorem.
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Proof. By hypothesis V= © Vh where the Vt are irreducible D-G submodules of V.
By finitariness only a finite number of the Vh say Vi,V2,..,Vr, are non-trivial as
X-modules. Let U<W^V be D-X submodules of V, where W/U is D-X irreducible.
Then the D-X series {0} ̂  U< W^ V and

have isomorphic refinements. Thus, either W/U is isomorphic to some D-X factor of
some Vt for l ^ i ^ r , or, W/U is X-trivial, there exists V{ for i not in the range l ^ i ^ r
and W /̂l/ is isomorphic to some D-X submodule of this Vt. In either case we may
assume that V = V{, that is, we may assume that G is irreducible.

Since X is finitely generated and finitary V = Vx © C as D-.Y module, where dimD Kx is
finite and C is Z-trivial (see [11, §1]). Let / be a D — X composition factor of K If / is
involved in C, then / is D-X isomorphic to Dc for any c#0 in C. Hence assume that /
is involved in Vx. Pick D-X submodules U<W of Vx with W/U isomorphic to / and
dimDW^minimal. We need to prove that t/ = {0}, so assume otherwise .

Since G is irreducible UG=V. Hence there is a finitely generated subgroup Y of G
containing X such that W^UY. By finitariness dimDUY is finite. Let M be any
maximal D-Y submodule of UY. Since M^UY we have MnU<U. If MnU <MnW
then since W/U^I is D-X irreducible, so U + (M n W) = W,

W/(M nU) = U/(M r>U)@(Mn W)/(M n U),

(MnW)/(MnU)^I and

dimD(M n W0 = dimD W-dimD(U/(M n U) <dimD W

This contradicts the minimal choice of W and consequently M n l / = MnH(
By the Second Isomorphism Theorem W/(M nU)= W/(M n W) embeds as D-X

module into the irreducible finite-D-dimensional D-Y module UY/M. Also X is
subnormal in Y. By Clifford's Theorem ([7, 1.1.7]) the module UY/M is completely D-X
reducible and therefore so too is W/(M n U). Hence there is a D-X submodule
W0^M nU of W such that W/{M nU)= U/{M nU)® W0/(M n V) and W0/(M nU)^
I. Since l/#MnC7 this implies that dimDW0<dimDW and again we have a contradic-
tion of the minimal choice of W. Consequently U = {0} and the proof is complete.

For any group G we denote the centre of G by C,(G).

Lemma 2. Let N be an infinite normal subgroup of the finitely generated nilpotent
group G. Then NnCi(G) contains an element of infinite order.

Proof. The group G contains a torsion-free normal subgroup T of finite index. Then
NnT is non-trivial and normal in G. Hence (NnT)nCi(G) is non-trivial, and
necessarily torsion-free. Any of its non-trivial elements has infinite order and lies in
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Lemma 3. Let N be a normal subgroup of finite index in the nilpotent group G and let
Z be a finite subset o/d(AT). Then <ZG>nd(G) has finite index in <ZG>.

Proof. The set ZG is finite (of order at most |Z|-(G:A0). Thus for some positive
integer m the subgroup /l = <Zc>m of d(N) is free abelian of finite rank. But G is
nilpotent and N centralizes A, so G/N acts on A as a unipotent (and hence torsion-free)
group. Therefore G/CC(/1) = <1> and so ,4g<Zc> nCi(G). Also A has finite index (at
most mizilG:N)) in the abelian group <Zc>^Ci(^0- The claim follows.

Lemma 4. Let G be a locally nilpotent, homogeneous subgroup of FGL{ V) and let g be
an element of G of infinite order. Then [V,g~] = V and Cv(g) = {0}.

If G in Lemma 4 is merely locally nilpotent and completely reducible then the
conclusions of Lemma 4 can be false, even in the linear case with each irreducible
constituent non-trivial. For example consider.

G = <diag(2, -1)> ^ GL(2, Q) with g = diag(4,l).

Proof. Note first that since g is finitary dimD[Kg] and dimD(V/Cv(g)) are both finite
and equal. Thus [F,g] = F if and only if Cy(g) = {0}. If W is an irreducible D-G
submodule of V then V is a direct sum of copies of W. If g\w has finite order, so does g.
If \yV,g~] = W then [Kg] = V. Thus we may assume that V is D-G irreducible.

Let X be a finitely generated subgroup of G containing g. Suppose g has finite order
on each D-X composition factor of V. By finitariness V has only a finite number of
isomorphism types of D-X composition factors. Hence some positive power of g is
unipotent. Since every subgroup of X, and in particular <g>, is subnormal in X, it
follows that the unipotent radical u(X) of X is not <1>, see [9, 2.5]. But by l.l(b) of
[12] the F-subalgebra F[X] of EndDF generated by X is semiprime and yet u(X)-\
generates a nilpotent ideal of F[X] by [11, 2.1d]. Therefore g has infinite order on some
D-X composition factor of V. Hence by 1. above there is some irreducible D-X
submodule of V upon which g has inifinite order.

Let Vx denote the sum of all the irreducible D-X submodules W of V upon which g
has infinite order. Assume that Lemma 4 holds for finitely generated nilpotent groups G.
Then [W^g] = W for all such W and so Vx^\V,g'\. In particular Vx has finite dimension
over D. Choose a finitely generated subgroup X of G with g e X and dimD Vx minimal.

Suppose X is normal in some finitely generated subgroup Y of G. Let W be an
irreducible D-Y submodule of V with Ig^l infinite. Let xt-*x* denote the restriction
map of Y from V to W. By Clifford's Theorem ([7, 1.1.6; here dimDW is finite note]) we
have W = Wt © • • • © Wr for the Wt the (non-zero) homogeneous components of W as
D-X module and Y permutes the Wt transitively. Suppose g has finite order on Wk for
some k. Now N= njNy^Wj) is a normal subgroup of Y* of finite index. In particular
some positive power h of g* lies in CN(Wk). Also h has infinite order. By Lemma 2 there
is an element z of Cf^Wk)nCi(N) of infinite order. Hence by Lemma 3 (with Z = {z})
there is a positive power zm of z central in Y*. But Cn{zm) is then a. D-Y submodule of
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W containing Wk and yet WkY = W. Consequently zm = 1, a contradiction. For each k this
shows that g has infinite order on Wk and hence, by homogeneity, on each of its
irreducible D-X submodules. Therefore W^VX by definition of Vx. But then VY^VX,
and the minimal choice of X yields that VY~ Vx.

Now suppose that Y is any finitely generated subgroup of G containing X. Then X is
subnormal in Y. A simple induction on the subnormal depth of X in Y yields that again
Fy=Kx. In particular VXY^VX for every such Y. Consequently VXG^VX and the
irreducibility of G yields that Vx = V. Therefore V= Vx<.[V,g~]-^ V, and the proof will be
complete.

We have now reduced the problem to the case where G is irreducible, finitely
generated and nilpotent. In particular dimD V is now finite. We induct on the nilpotency
class of G. If G is abelian and x is a non-trivial element of G then [V,x] is a non-trivial
D-G submodule of V and hence, by irreducibility, it must be V. In particular [Kg] = V.

Now assume that G is not abelian. Then H = <g, G' > is a normal subgroup of G with
nilpotency class less than that of G. Also H is completely reducible ([7, 1.1.7]), so
suppose V = V1 © • • • © Vr, where the Vx are the non-zero homogeneous components of V
as D-H module. By induction we have for each i that either [^,g] = Vj or g has finite
order on Vt. We require the former to be true for every i.

Suppose g has finite order on V} for some j and set N= n(JVG(K). Then JV is a
normal subgroup of G of finite index and some positive power h of g lies in CN(Vj).
Trivially h has infinite order and N is finitely generated and nilpotent. Therefore
CN(Vj) n£i(Af) contains by Lemma 2 an element z of infinite order. Then by Lemma 3
some positive power zm of z lies in Ci(G). Hence Cv(z

m) is a D-G submodule of the
irreducible D-G module V containing Vj and yet Vfi=V. It follows that zm = l, a
contradiction. This proves that [V},g] = P, for each j . Consequently [K#] = K as
required.

Clearly the Proposition follows from Lemma 4. It also follows from Lemma 4 that
the group G of the Theorem is periodic (and hence locally finite, e.g. [1, 1.A.2]), for if a
subgroup G of FGUV) contains an element g with [K#] = ' / (or with Cv(g) = {0}) then
by finitariness dimD V is finite. Unlike Lemma 4 above the following partial converse to
this remark also applies to periodic groups.

Lemma 5. Let G be a non-trivial locally nilpotent, homogeneous subgroup of GL(n, D).
Then G contains an element g with [Kg] = Vand Cv(g) = {0}.

Proof. By [9, 8b] there is a non-trivial finitely generated subgroup X of G, there
called a local marker, that is homogeneous. Since X is also nilpotent, the centre of X
contains a non-trivial element g. Let W be an irreducible D-X submodule of V. Since X
is homogeneous, X acts faithfully on W. Hence [W^g]#{0} and clearly [W,g~\ is also a
D-X submodule of W. Consequently [W^g] = W. Again since X is homogeneous we have

= V, and therefore also that Cy(g) = {0}.

Lemma 6. Let G = PQ be an irreducible subgroup of FGL(V), where P and Q are
non-trivial subgroups of G satisfying [P, Q] = < 1 >. Then dimD V is finite.
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Proof. Let x be a non-trivial element of Q. Then [V,x] is non-zero, finite-
dimensional and normalized by P. Thus [Kx]Q = [K*]G = V and so V is generated by
finite-dimensional D-P submodules, for example the [V,x\y iox y in Q. In the same way
V is generated by finite-dimensional D-Q submodules. Therefore K = [Kx]Q is finite
dimensional.

7. The proof of the Theorem

As we noted above, Lemma 4 implies that the group G of the theorem is locally finite.
Also, being locally nilpotent, G is a direct product of its Sylow subgroups. Thus G is, by
Lemma 6 above, a q-group for some prime q. If <j = charD then G is unipotent ([11,
2.1a]) and hence a stability subgroup ([11, 2.1di]). Thus G is trivial by [1, 2,2d] and this
contradiction of dimDF^2 shows that q^charD.

By finitariness V is a direct sum of a finite number of irreducible G-faithful
isomorphic D-G bimodules. Thus we may assume that V is D-G irreducible. Certainly
G#<1>. Pick x # l in G and set // = <xG>. Then H is soluble by [12, 1.4] (or by [13,
2.2] and hence H is completely reducible by [11, 3.1 & 2.2d] and the irreducibility of G.
Let V'= ©fflen Va, where the Vw are the non-zero homogeneous components of V as D-H
module. Then G permutes the Vm, and hence il, transitively. In particular if one V^ is
H-trivial they all are and hence V is too. Hence no Vm is //-trivial. By [11, 3.2] each
irreducible D-H submodule of V is finite dimensional. Thus by finitariness d = dimD Va is
finite and independent of the choice of co in Q.

Set N = nlO£nNG(Vlo)^H. Then S = G/N is identified with a locally finite transitive
^-subgroup of F Sym (Q). Hence by [5, Theorem 2] the set Q is countable, as is S itself.
In particular, since dimD V is infinite and d is finite, |fi| = |S| = dimDK = X0. Let W=Va

for some choice of to in Q. Then G = GL(W)\nS embeds into FGL(V) via the
identification W=Va and the action of S on £1 Let n be the natural projection of G
onto S. Then g~A• gneB = ©xe(1GL{Vx), the base group of G, for each geG, and hence
G is a subgroup of G. Clearly, since Q is countable, GnB has an ascending series of
length Xo with factors isomorphic to q-subgroups of GL{W). These factors are therefore
countable by [7, 2.3.1 and 2.5.2]. Also G/B^S is countable. Therefore G is countably
infinite. Finally G is isomorphic by [13, 3.3] to a completely reducible monomial finitary
linear group over any algebraically closed field of characteristic not q.

Lemma 8. Let G be a periodic locally nilpotent subgroup of FGL{ V) whose unipotent
radical u(G) is trivial. Then every finitely generated subgroup X of G is completely
reducible.

Such a group G as in Lemma 8 does have a unipotent radical u(G), for example by
[11, 2.1d(i) and 2.2(b)]. Note that in Lemma 8 the group G need not be completely
reducible, even if G is abelian and dimD K = 2, see [7, 1.1.8].

Proof. If charD=p>0 then u(G) is the set of p-elements of G by [11, 2.1(a)] and
well-known results on nilpotent groups. Thus here either charD = 0 and X is a finite
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group, or charD = p > 0 and X is a finite p'-group. In either case X is completely
reducible by 1.1.3 of [7].

9. The proof of the Corollary

If dimD V is infinite then G is periodic by the Theorem and satisfies u(G) = <l> by [11,
2.2(d) and 2.1d(i)]. Hence every finitely generated subgroup of G is completely reducible
by Lemma 8 above. Now assume that V is finite D-dimensional.

Let X be any finitely generated subgroup of G. By Lemma 8 of [9] there is a finitely
generated subgroup Y of G (namely a "local marker") such that every finitely generated
subgroup of G containing Y is completely reducible. In particular (X, Y> is completely
reducible. But <X, Y> is nilpotent, so X is subnormal in <X, Y> and hence X is also
completely reducible by Clifford's Theorem ([17, 1.1.7]).

Remark 10. In the proof of Lemma 4 above and hence of the Theorem we have
used Part (b) of Theorem 1.1 of [12], but not Part (a). This Part (a) is now an
elementary consequence of the Theorem and 7(a) of [9]. Thus if G is a locally nilpotent,
homogeneous subgroup of FGL(V) and F is a central subfield of D, then the F-
subalgebra F[G] of EndD V generated by G is a crossed product over the local
FC-centre A(G) of G. The analogues of [9, 7(b) & 7(c)] also clearly hold, namely that if
G is torsion-free then F[G~] is a crossed product over the centre Ci(G) of G and if
G/^iG) is finitely generated then F[G] is a crossed product over the FC-centre A(G).
The first of these follows immediately from the above and the second from [9, 7(c)],
since here V is always finite dimensional (even if G is periodic).

Finally in this section we consider possible generalizations of the Corollary to the
Theorem.

Lemma 11. Let N be an ascendant subgroup of the subgroup G of GUjiD). Then the
D — N socle of V = DM contains the D — G socle of V. In particular if G is completely
reducible, then so is N.

Proof. Suppose N = N0-£ N ^ •••-5 Nx-& ••••« Ny = G. Let Sa denote the D-Nx

socle of V. We prove by induction on y that S0^Sr If -y — 1 exists then So^Sy-i by
induction. If W is an irreducible D-G submodule of V then W is D-Ny_t completely
reducible by Clifford's Theorem ([7, 1.1.7]) and so W g S y _ i . Therefore Sy^Sy^i^So.

Now suppose y is a limit ordinal. By induction Sx^Sfi whenever 0 g a g / ? < y . Choose
a<y such that dimDSa is minimal. Then Sa-Sfi for all tx^p<y and so Sa is a
{J<zsp<yNfi = G submodule of V. Clearly W n S a / { 0 } for every irreducible D-G submo-
dule W of V. Consequently W^SX and so Sa^Sr Since S0^Sa the result follows.

Corollary 12. Let G be a locally nilpotent, completely reducible skew linear group.

(a) / / G is a hypercentral group (more generally if G is an N-group in the sense of
Kuros, see [6, page 2], then every subgroup of G is completely reducible.
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(b) / / G is periodic then every subgroup of G is completely reducible.
(c) / / X is a subgroup of G such that X modulo the hypercentre £(G) of G is finitely

generated, then X is completely reducible.
(d) / / X is a subgroup of G such that X • A(G)/A(G) is finitely generated, then X is

completely reducible.

(Again A(G) denotes the local FC-centre of G).

Proof, (a) Here every subgroup of G is ascendant in G, so (a) follows at once from
Lemma 11 above.

(b) Each Sylow subgroup of G is a Cernikov group by [7, 2.3.1, 2.5.2, 1.3.3] and the
linear case. Thus G has an ascending characteristic series with finite factors. Being
locally nilpotent, it follows that G is a hypercentral group and hence Part (a) applies.

(c) We modify the proof of [9, Point 8a]. Choose a subgroup X of G with
X • C(G)/C(G) finitely generated, such that the composition length of D(n) as D-X module
is minimal and, given that, such that the D-dimension of the D-X socle of V is also
minimal. If V is any subgroup of G containing X with Y • £(G)/((G) finitely generated,
the argument of [9, Point 8a] shows that Y is completely reducible. Also Y • ((G)/C(G) is
nilpotent, so Y is hypercentral and hence by (a) every subgroup of Y is completely
reducible. Every subgroup of G that is finitely generated modulo ((G) is a subgroup of
some such Y and hence is also completely reducible.

(d) The maximal torsion subgroup T of A(G) has, as in (b), an ascending characteris-
tic series with finite factors, so T<^t(G). Also A(G)/T is the centre of G/T, see [9, Point
6], and hence A(G)SC(G). Therefore (d) follows from (c).

The examples

Lemma 13. Let D be a division ring, W a finite-dimensional left D-space, H a
non-trivial irreducible subgroup of GL(W), Q a non-empty set and K a transitive subgroup
of FSym(Q). Then H\aK is isomorphic to an irreducible subgroup of FGL(V) for
^ = ©coen Wm

 a direct sum of\il\ copies Wm of W.

Proof. Choose for each a> in Q a D-isomorphism of W to Wa. This determines a
subgroup Hw of FGL(V) isomorphic to H, that acts on Wa via this isomorphism as H
acts on W and acts as <1> on the Wa for all <x#a>. Then B = (Hw:coeQ.}^FGL(V) is
the direct product of the Hm. Also GL(V) contains a subgroup S isomorphic to K that
acts by permuting the Wa via the action of K on Q. Since dimD W is finite and K is
finitary by hypothesis, we have S^FGL(V) and so FGL{V) contains the subgroup
G = SB^H\nK.

It remains only to prove that G is irreducible. Let U be non-zero D-G submodule of
V. Since H is non-trivial and irreducible, the Wa are the homogeneous components of V
as D-B module and each Wa is D-B irreducible. Hence there is some a> in fi with
Wa£U and then U^ US^ WJS~ V, using, finally, that K is transitive. Therefore G is
irreducible.
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Remark 14. Assuming K as in Lemma 13 is non-trivial, the subgroup S of FGL(V)
is never irreducible, for with S acting trivially on W, the linear map of V onto W
extending the chosen isomorphisms of the Wm to W is an S-map and its kernel is a
proper D-S submodule of V. If K is locally soluble (e.g. if K is locally nilpotent), then
|fi|^X0 by Theorem 2 of [5] and

Example 15. Let q be a prime, F a field with a primitive qth root ( of unity, fi a
countable set and K an infinite transitive ^-subgroup of FSym(Q). Then the group
G = <Ol«K is isomorphic to a locally nilpotent infinite-dimensional finitary skew linear
group.

For G is a locally finite q-group and hence is locally nilpotent and G is isomorphic to
an irreducible subgroup of FGL(F(a)) by Lemma 13. An example of the group K as in
Example 15 would be the wreath power of the cyclic group of order q in its regular
representation over the set of positive integers, see [6, pp. 18-22].

Example 16. Let p be zero or a prime and n and c positive integers. Then there
exists a torsion-free nilpotent irreducible skew linear group of characteristic p, degree n
and class c.

Proof. Suppose E = F(/i) is a finite field extension of the field F of degree n such that
h is not a root of unity. Let K be any torsion-free nilpotent group of class c and set
D = F(K), the division ring of quotients of the group algebra FK. Choose an F-basis of
E. This identifies h with an element of GL(n,F). Set G = (h,K><^GL(n,D). Then
G = </i> x K is torsion-free and nilpotent of class c.

We have to prove that G is irreducible. Let U be a D-G composition factor of row n-
space V = Din) over D, say of dimension m^n. Since £ = F[/i] is a field, E acts faithfully
on U. Hence there is an F-embedding of E into Dm*m. By [3, Point 2 (final part)] we
have that n = dimF E ̂  m. Therefore m = n, U=V and G is irreducible.

We should finish this construction by pointing out that there are many examples of
F, E and h as above. For example let F = Q, let h be a root of say X" — 2 and E = F(h).
Then (E:F) = n by Eisenstein's Criterion and clearly |Ji| is infinite. This settles the case
p = 0. Suppose p>0. Let k be the prime field of characteristic p and x an indeterminate
over k. Then fc(x) = ® O s i<n^ ' ^ ' 1 ) and so (k(x): k(x")) = n. Set E = k(x), F = k{x") and
/i = x. Trivially /i has infinite order.

Let G be a subgroup of FGL(K). We call a D-G submodule U of K primary if the D-G
composition factors of U are all isomorphic. Suppose G is locally nilpotent and V is
finite dimensional. It is an old result (1959) of D. A. Suprunenko & R. Tyskevic (e.g. [8,
7.15]) that if D is an algebraically closed field then V is a direct sum of primary D-G
submodules. This generalizes considerably—the same conclusion holds if D is any finite-
dimensional division algebra, see [10, 2.5]. If V is a direct sum of primary D-G
submodules clearly every D-G composition factor of V embeds into V (we are still
assuming dimD V is finite). Thus if the conclusion held for arbitrary division rings D
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then Lemma 1 above would be an immediate corollary. Moreover in view of [12,
Theorem lb] we would only need this conclusion for groups G such that the subalgebra
of EndD V generated by G over any central subfield of D is semiprime. However, even in
these special circumstances, the conclusion is false. Before we give an example we need
to present the following technical lemma.

Lemma 17. Let F be a field, E a division F-algebra, {a,:ieZ} a set of commuting
independent indeterminates over E and L = £(a,:ieZ) the corresponding division ring of
quotients. Let g be the F-automorphism of L satisfying g\E=i and a9

i=ai+l for each i.
Suppose at8 = 89 + n for some ieZ, 8eL and neE. Then 8 = n = 0.

Proof. If £ is a field each element 8 of L\<0> has a well-defined support, namely the
set of integers i for which a, is involved in 8, and then a simple argument proves Lemma
17. If £ is not commutative it seems we need more care.

Order the free abelian group 4 = <a,:ieZ> lexicographically using aj<ai+i for each i;
specifically, in vector notation set ae<af if for some i we have e,<./i but e, = /} for all
j<i. With this ordering let L* = £((/!)) = £((af:ieZ)) be the division ring of formal sums
over well-ordered subsets of A with coefficients in E, cf. [7, 1.4.14 & proof]. Note that L
embeds into L* via the obvious embedding of EA in L*. Now each element of L* has a
unique expression as a formal sum (possibly over the empty set) and hence we can
define a support S(k) for k in L* by jeS(X) if and only if there is a monomial in the at

with the exponent of a} non-zero for which the coefficient (in E) in the formal sum
expression for k is non-zero. (In general S(k) could be infinite, but certainly it is finite
whenever k lies in L. Also S(n) = 0 for all n e E.)

It is easy to see that the action of g on A preserves the order. Thus the action of g on
L extends to one on L* such that S(kg) = {j+l: jeS(k)} for any k in L*. We are given
ai8 = 89 + n for some 8eL and neE. Then {i}uS(5)={i}uS(^). Also S(8) is finite;
assuming S(8) =£0 let r be its least member and s its greatest member. Then r 4 S(89), so
r = i, and s +1 eS(89)\S(8), so s + l = i. But r ^ s < s + l . This contradiction shows that
S(8) = 0 and so 8eE. If <5#0 then {i} = S(aj<5) = S(<59) = 0 , which is also impossible.
Consequently 8 = 0 = 89 and n = 0.

Lemma 18. Assume the notation of Lemma 17 and let D = L((g)) be the division ring of
skew Laurent series in g over L. Let

/„ n \
eGL{2,D)

for some ye£\{0}. Set A = <a>^GL(2,D) and V = Di2), regarded as a D-A bimodule in
the obvious way. Put U = Del for e1 =(1,0). Then the following hold.

(a) F[/1]^Z)2*2 is an integral domain.
(b) U is a D — A submodule of V and V does not split over U.
(c) U and V/U are non-isomorphic irreducible D — A modules.
(d) V is not completely reducible as D — A module.
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(e) V is not a direct sum of primary D — A modules.

Proof, (a) F[A~] is isomorphic to the group algebra of the infinite cyclic group over
F and hence is an integral domain.

(b) Trivially UA^U. Suppose V splits over U. Then V=U@Dw as D-A module for
some w and we can choose w=(d, 1) for some d in D. Also wa = d'w for some d'eD.
Hence dg+y = d'd and gao = d', and hence dg + y = ga.od. Suppose d = Y,izrg'&h where the
Si lie in L. Then

and so <5_1>1}> + <5? = a1-<51- for each i. By Lemma 17 the <5, and y = 5_1-_1v are zero. This
contradiction of the assumption that y # 0 shows that V does not split over U.

(c) Suppose 0 is a D-A isomorphism of V/U to U and let (e2 + U)<t> = de1 for some i
in D, where c2 =(0,1). Then

Hence dg=gaod. Again let d=YJi^rg'Si for 5,-eL. Then

and so (5? = a,<5j for each i. By Lemma 17 each <5, = 0 and so d = 0 . This is impossible if $
is an isomorphism, so U and V/U are not D-/1 isomorphic.

(d) This follows at once from (b).
(e) This follows at once from (c) and (b).

Remark 19. In Lemma 18, instead of taking L((g)) for D, we could take the division
ring L(g) of quotients of the skew polynomial ring L[g], since the latter is isomorphic to
a subring of the former in a natural way.

The group A in Lemma 18 is abelian. There exist comparable examples that are
nilpotent of arbitrary (positive) nilpotency class. More generally we have the following.

Example 20. Let G be any torsion-free locally soluble group with an infinite cycle
image and let F be any field. Then there exists a division F-algebra D and a G-faithful
D-G bimodule V of D-dimension 2 with a D-G submodule U, such that the following
hold.

(a) The F-subalgebra of EndD V generated by the image of G is just the group algebra
FG. In particular it is an Ore domain. Also the subalgebra of EndD V generated by the
image of G over any central subfield Z of D is a domain.

(b) V does not split as D-G module over U.

(c) U and V/U are non-isomorphic irreducible D-G modules.
(d) V is not completely reducible as D-G module.
(e) V is not a direct sum of primary D-G modules.
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Note that if G is any non-trivial torsion-free nilpotent group then G does have an
infinite cycle image.

Proof. Let {6,:ieZ} be a set of independent commuting indeterminates over F and
set K = F(b,: i e Z). By hypothesis G is the split extension by a normal subgroup N by an
infinite cyclic group H = (Ji). Let G act on K as a group of F-automorphisms, where N
centralizes K and b* = fcI + 1 for each i. The resulting skew group algebra KG has (see
[2]) a division ring D of quotients. Then E = F(N) is a division subring of D, the £>, are
independent over E commuting with E and D = L(h) for L = E{bi:ieZ). We are in the
situation of Lemma 17 above, but with b{ and Ji in place of a, and g. We set a, = bj~

1

and g = hb0.
Define an F-automorphism CT of D by /ff = li|//i"1 for leL and h" = hbQ. Since

/i|L = M>0|L certainly this defines an automorphism of the skew group ring L</i> and D is
the ring of quotients of L</i>. Thus a is a well-defined automorphism of D.

We now define an F-linear map d of D into itself such that LS = {0}, hS=l and
(de)8 = dSe"+ded for all d,eeD. (The latter says that 5 is a cx-derivation.) Let D = yDa

denote the D-D bimodule given by d-x-e = dxe" for all d,e,xeD. Let A = D @lD<J be the
F-algebra whose multiplication is given by

(d,x){e,y)=(de,xe" + dy)

for all d,eeD and x,.ye xDa and whose F-space structure is given by that of D and ±Da.
Note that if d#0 then (d,x) is a unit of A with inverse given by

Define an F-algebra homomorphism e of D into A by /e = (/,0) for leL and he = (h, 1) as
follows. Now ( t e ) " ^ ^ " 1 , - / i"1 / !- ' ) and for all / in L

since ff|/. = ''~1|t- Thus e defines a ring injection of L</i> into A. If n:A-*D is the
projection of A onto the first coordinate then zn is one-to-one on L</i>. Thus
L</i>e\{0} consists of units of A and so e extends uniquely to an F-algebra
homomorphism of D into A. Define S: D-*D by de=(d,dd). By definition L8 = {0} and
h5=l. Also for d and e in D we have

(de, (de)8) = (de)e=(de)(ee) = (<fe, (d5)e" + d(eS)).

The construction of 5 is complete.
Now consider the skew polynomial ring S = D[x;o,S], where the multiplication is
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given by dx=xda + d5 for all deD, cf. [4, p. 15]. Then S is a Noetherian domain ([4,
2.9]) and so S has a division ring Do of quotients.

Let G* denote the subgroup of GL(2, D) given by

**° °\(" °\neN

Note that in GL(2, Do) we have

O\fhb0 0\{ 1 O W to0 0
\xhb0 + l—hx h

and xto0 + 1 — hx = xto0 + 1 — (X/J° + h8)=0, and

1 0 \ / n 0 \ / 1 0\ / n 0
Y 1 / \ 0 n'1 *•* ' VM «^v ^^

and xn — nhx = xn—(xnha + nh5)=0. Thus in GL(2,D0) the group G* is conjugate to

<diag (to0, h), diag (n, nh): n e N},

which is isomorphic to G via Jj'n t-» diag ((too)'Vi, hlnh). In particular this and the above
conjugation determine an F-algebra isomorphism of FG onto F[G*~\^D2**. Hence
F^G*"] is an Ore domain. The central subfield Z of D lies in L, for it is easy to check
that the centralizer of b0 in L((h))^.D lies in L. Hence a\z is the identity on Z, d\z is the
zero on Z and x commutes with Z. Consequently the same isomorphism of G yields an
isomorphism of Z[G*]^D 2 x 2 with the subdomain Z\G] of D. (One only needs to
check this on ZfJV].) This yields a) with K = D<2) of course.

Let

g 0

where g = hb0 and a.— bj"1 for each i. If V splits as D-G* module over U = Del for
Ci=(l,0), then a has an eigenvector in V\U over £) and hence also over the larger ring
L((g))^L(g) = L(/i) = D. This contradicts Lemma 18(b). Then V does not split over U,
which yields (b). By 18(c) also U and V/U are not isomorphic as D-(a} module, for
otherwise U.{g))U and L({g))V/L([g))U would be L((g)) —<a> isomorphic. Hence they
cannot be isomorphic as D-G* module either. This yields (c), and (d) and (e) follow from
(b) and (c).

Remark 21. The groups A of Lemma 18 and G* of Example 20 do not lie in any
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locally nilpotent completely reducible finitary skew linear group over D, for if this were
the case the same would apply to the finitely generated subgroups of G* (the group A is
already finitely generated). Now Example 20 applies equally well to any finitely
generated subgroup of G containing h. Thus 18(d) and 20(d) would yield a contradiction
to the Corollary to the Theorem.
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